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Video Documentation (Disc 1)

Surroundings (third movement)
Performed by Topology at the 2005 Australasian Computer Music Conference at the Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane. Reproduced by Permission.

Irene’s Myth 3
Performed by Katherine Howard and Lilly Leaver as part of the 2005 Sight Specific Music concert series, with the artwork of Annette Bezor, at the Greenaway Art Gallery, Kent Town. Reproduced by Permission.

CONFlict

Drowning (Build Shots)
Unfortunately, there was no footage taken of Drowning actually installed in the gallery prior to its untimely demise. These photos were taken during the building and testing phase of the project, and the shots are accompanied by the recording used in the alternate loop-based set-up described in Figure 5.2.2.

Monuments
Monuments was created at the studios at the Centre de Creation Musicale Iannis Xenakis in Paris, France. This particular version is a stereo mix of the work, which is normally presented in quad surround.

fr@gm3nT

AUDIO CD (Disc 2)

Track 1: PARADOX eleven

Tracks 2, 3 & 4: Surroundings
Performed by Fiona Corston (piano), Wendy Heilengenberg (violin) and Katherine Howard (cello). This is a reproduction from the compilation CD ‘Sight Specific Music Volume 1’, recorded by Radio Adelaide and released commercially by the Greenaway Art Gallery in 2006. Reproduced by Permission.

Track 5: Irene’s Myth 3
MIDI mock-up produced using Finale 2008.
Track 6: *Give in to Light*

Track 7: *fr@gm3nT*

DATA DVD (Disc 3)

The data on this DVD can be navigated by opening the start.html file on the disk.

**Software:** *IPD Score Generator 2.0*, and a version of *ENSEMBLE* that was used for a performance of *fr@gm3nT* at the 2007 Australasian Computer Music Conference. Please note that the software has not been widely tested, and that no support will be offered for these applications. The applications are MaxMSP standalones for OS X only.

**Media:** All the content from the video and audio disks in .mov and .aiff formats for computer playback.

**Digital Exegesis:** Written Documentation in .pdf format.

The 9:13 Commercial Release (Disc 4)

Donated by Sacred Cow Films.
Abstract

This portfolio of compositions explores Game Theory as an approach to generative composition and interactive computer music. Inspired by the notion of Performance Indeterminacy, software has been developed that attempts to simulate the interactions of improvising performers using a multi-agent system based on the ‘Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma’. Composition activities and programming activities have formed a symbiotic relationship throughout the creation of the portfolio as each has constantly informed the other. Stylistically, the works presented fall into the experimental genre, although individually they address a wide range of aesthetic goals.

The main contribution of this portfolio is a new approach to generative composition based on behavioural models, creating a sense of form bottom-up through modelling the social dynamics of music performance. Through this approach, the direct modelling of musical structures is avoided; instead larger scale forms emerge through the interactions of an ensemble of ‘improvising’ agents. This method offers a departure from previous complex systems work in the area of music, creating computer models of specific musical situations. Links between the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma and music are also established and combined with current music technologies.
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